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a b s t r a c t
In this paper, we propose a generalized edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation
(GEWCVT) model and corresponding solution algorithms, then apply them for geometry
processing such as curve/surface smoothing and reconstruction. The main idea of the
method is to seek a good way to discretize the similarity and regularity measures of the
objective functional in the context of centroidal Voronoi tessellation methodology, so that
its minimization can be done by clustering-type algorithms. Through various numerical
examples, the proposed GEWCVT-based method is shown to be an effective and robust
tool for such applications.
© 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Smoothing and reconstruction of curves (in R2) or surfaces (in R3) are two basic topics in geometry processing. These
problems can be addressed in the same variational framework, in which we often need to minimize a certain functional
such as
E(Γ ) =

Ω
λ|uΓ − udata|2 dx+

Γ
(α + β distΓdata) ds (1.1)
where Ω is the computing domain (occupied by the data), Γ is the interface (curve or surface) to be smoothed or
reconstructed, distΓdata is the unsigned distance function of points on Γ to the given data (point sets or line segments or
surface patches, etc.), uΓ and udata are the labeling (characteristic) functions induced fromΓ and the given data respectively,
and α, β and λ in (1.1) are tuning parameters to be selected (could be constants or functions). The first term in the right hand
side measures the similarity between the solution Γ and the input data, and the second termmeasures the regularity of Γ .
In this paper this unified variational framework will be expressed in the centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) languages as
that in [1]. Basically in this approach, assuming the function uΓ is a labeling function, a special distance between a point
and a label/cluster which takes account of geometric information of clusters’ boundaries needs to be defined; with this
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distance function we then are able to generalize the notions of Voronoi diagrams and apply the Lloyd iteration to minimize
the objective functional.
Currently popular methods used to solve the above minimization problem (1.1) include PDE-based methods [2–5]
and graph-based methods [6–8]. The differences between these two approaches are mainly in two aspects. The first
main difference is that the PDE-based methods use continuous functions to represent interfaces whereas the graph-
based methods use discrete functions, the other one is that the PDE-based methods basically solve the Euler–Lagrangian
equations derived from the proposed variational formulations, which usually gives local minimizers unless the functional is
convex, while the graph-based methods always seek global minimizers in a certain finite space as long as the functional is
graph-representable. Thus, graph-based methods are often much more efficient and robust while PDE-based methods are
sometimes more general and accurate. The accuracy issues can be explained in two ways: first, PDE-base methods compute
the interface by interpolating the function value (e.g., zero-level-set) and therefore normally have sub-pixel accuracy, on
the other hand graph-based methods often only give partitions of the grids and sub-pixel accuracy is not so meaningful in
this case; second, in the process of approximating a continuous model, graph-based methods introduce some model errors
(see [9] for more details), and the errors of PDE-based methods basically come from the numerical solution not modeling
itself. Due to more and more extensive research conducted on both sides the gap between them is becoming smaller and
smaller.
In the fields of statistics and machine learning, the k-means clustering is a classic method in wide use. The interested
reader can refer to [10] and the references cited therein. The basic k-means algorithm can be viewed as a special case of
the centroidal Voronoi tessellation (CVT) methodology [11]. As a versatile methodology, the model of CVT [12,13] has been
introduced to numerous fields and applications, such as image processing, data analysis and quantization, computational
geometry, sensor networks, numerical partial differential equations [12,11], and so on. Recently, in [1], the authors first
developed an edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation (EWCVT) model for image segmentation applications (discrete
structured points in R2), in which the image intensity information is appropriately combined together with the length of
cluster boundaries. The method is guaranteed to converge to local minimizers, an aspect which is analogous to PDE-based
methods. EWCVTs for continuous domains in R2 are discussed in [14]. EWCVT-based algorithms are essentially clustering
algorithms like k-means [10] so they are computationally much less expensive than the traditional PDE-based algorithms
when the number of phases (or clusters or level sets) are large. In contrast to the graph-cut methods, the EWCVT-based
methods converge to local minima but often require much less memory, especially for multi-phase cases. As a matter of
fact, EWCVT-based methods provide a new way to approximate the well-known Mumford–Shah model [15].
The objective of this paper is to develop a generalized EWCVT (GEWCVT)model and corresponding algorithms, and apply
them to geometry processing problems such as curve/surface smoothing and reconstruction. The first term (fitting) in the
functional (1.1) can be naturally approximated by a discrete clustering energy functional, and the key part is how to interpret
the second term (regularity) in the CVT context. Following the formation of the EWCVT model proposed in [1], our idea is
to introduce a predefined neighborhood and a generalized edge energy (weighted curve length or surface area) that can be
computed by counting the number of edge points and multiplying by some associated weight (constant or nonconstant)
within the neighborhood. A generalized edge-weighted distance then can be derived for the discretized functional and,
consequently, generalized edge-weighted Voronoi regions can be defined. With this new edge-weighted distance, we then
develop a GEWCVT model and corresponding algorithms for its construction. It is worthwhile pointing out that when the
edged-weighted function is constant the GEWCVT degenerates to the EWCVT. In other words, EWCVT is a special case of the
GEWCVT and without ambiguity they are all called GEWCVT hereafter.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the proposed functional for curve/surface smoothing
and reconstruction is interpreted and discretized in the CVT context, and then in Section 3, we present the GEWCVT model
and algorithms as well as the difference between GEWCVT and EWCVT. In Section 4, some implementation issues are
discussed regarding the proposed algorithms. In Section 5, various numerical experiments are provided to demonstrate
the effectiveness and efficiency of our method for geometry processing. Finally, concluding remarks are given in Section 6.
2. A discrete model and energy for geometry processing
As discussed in [16,17], the basic variational models for geometry processing problems will often have the following
form:
Γ = argmin(similarity(Γ , data)+ regularity(Γ )) (2.1)
where ‘‘data’’ denotes the given data, which could be curves, surfaces or a point set, and Γ denotes the codimension one
object (for the 2D space it is a curve and for the 3D space it is a surface). In this paper, we consider the following general
functional for modeling (2.1): find Γ that minimizes the objective functional
F (Γ ) =

Ω
λ|uΓ − udata|2 dx+

Γ
r ds. (2.2)
The first term in the right hand side of (2.2) measures the similarity of Γ to the data set as usual, and the second term is a
measure of the regularity of Γ with the function r being a chosen non-negative continuous function defined on the whole
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Fig. 2.1. Shadow area is the set of local edge points associated with (x, y).
domainΩ related to uΓ . The first term in the right hand side of (2.2) can be easily expressed by the CVT language such as
x∈D
λ(x)|u(x)− udata(x)|2, (2.3)
where D is a discrete representation of Ω . We note that D could be structured or non-structured, uniform or nonuniform
meshes. This is essentially a weighted clustering energy. The crucial step is to seek a discretization of the second termwhich
is suitable for clustering algorithms. For simplicity, in the following we derive everything in the two-dimensional space
(i.e., x = (x, y)), but formulations and results for three or higher dimensional spaces can be similarly obtained.
Assume that the domain Ω is divided by Γ into several clusters. For the indicator function uΓ , the points in the same
cluster have the same value. For a point (x, y) ∈ D, its neighborhood Nω(x, y) is chosen as a disk centered at (x, y) with
radius ω. A point in D is identified as an edge point if there are points within its neighborhood belonging to a different
cluster. Let us define a local characteristic function as
χ(x,y)(x′, y′) =

1 if uΓ (x′, y′) ≠ uΓ (x, y)
0 otherwise (2.4)
where (x′, y′) ∈ Nω(x, y). Assume that ω is small enough so that the intersection of Γ and Nω(x, y) can be viewed as a
straight line segment (see Fig. 2.1). Then
l(x, y) =

Nω
χ(x,y)(x′, y′) dx′dy′, (2.5)
denotes the area inside the shadowed region in Fig. 2.1. We can show that
lim
ω→0
3
4ω3

Ω
r(x, y)l(x, y) dxdy =

Γ
r ds,
with the proof given in the following.
For points in a band with width 2ω along Γ , the following identity holds
l(x, y) = ω2θ − ω2 sin θ cos θ , (2.6)
where θ is the angle shown in Fig. 2.1. Obviously, for points outside the band, we have l(x, y) = 0. Hence, instead of
computing the integral on the whole domain, the computation is only carried out within the band. Let h = ω cos θ , then we
have
lim
ω→0
3
4ω3

Ω
rl dxdy = lim
ω→0
3
2ω3
 ω
0

Γ
r(s, h)(ω2θ − ω2 sin θ cos θ) dsdh
= lim
ω→0
3
2ω
 π/2
0

Γ
r(s, ω cos θ)(θ − sin θ cos θ)ω sin θ dsdθ
= lim
ω→0
3
2
 π/2
0

Γ
r(s, ω cos θ)(θ − sin θ cos θ) sin θ dsdθ
= 3
2
 π/2
0

Γ
lim
ω→0 r(s, ω cos θ)(θ − sin θ cos θ) sin θ dsdθ
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= 3
2
 π/2
0

Γ
r(s, 0)(θ − sin θ cos θ) sin θ dsdθ
= 3
2
 π/2
0
(θ − sin θ cos θ) sin θ dθ

Γ
r(s, 0) ds
=

Γ
r ds. (2.7)
Here r(s, h) is assumed to be continuous along the normal direction in order to let changing variables of the integration and
taking limits make sense, and this assumption is valid for most applications. The above proof is only for the case of using
the circle as neighborhood, and for other type of neighborhoods such as rectangle, the proof is similar but the constant will
be different from 3
4ω3
. The choice of neighborhood system, especially the parameter ω, depends on the application (see the
remark in Section 5).
Thus, disregarding the scaling effect, we get a discrete version of the functional F as follows in the two-dimensional
space:
Fˆ (u) =

(x,y)∈D
λ(x, y)|u(x, y)− udata(x, y)|2 + 1
ω3
 
(x,y)∈D
r(x, y)l(x, y)

. (2.8)
The second term in the right hand of (2.8) is called the generalized edge energy, thus we name the functional (2.8) an
generalized edge-weighted clustering energy. We also note that it is not hard to show for a general d-dimensional space,
one can obtain the following objective functional:
Fˆ (u) =

x∈D
λ(x)|u(x)− udata(x)|2 + 1
ωd+1

x∈D
r(x)l(x)

. (2.9)
This is a generalization of the discrete functional developed in [1] in which λ(x) does not appear and r(x) is just a constant
weighting function. A CVT-based minimization procedure for this functional will be derived in the next section.
3. Generalized edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellations
The aim of this section is to build the generalized EWCVTmodel for the discrete functional (2.9) and develop fastmethods
for its minimization based on the CVT methodology studied in [12,1]. By computing the variation of the functional, the
corresponding Euler–Lagrangian equation of (2.9) can be obtained and then the minimization can be achieved by some
classical descent methods. However, these approaches, like PDE-based methods, usually lack efficiency. As a matter of fact,
the minimizer of the functional (2.9) is merely a labeling function and can be obtained by classical clustering algorithms
which are essentially integer programming problems.
3.1. Generalized edge-weighted Voronoi tessellation and its construction
The problem is to determine the variation of the generalized edge-weighted clustering energy (2.9) when the labeling
function u(x) of a grid point x is changed from its current label ct1 to another label ct2 . The energy (2.9) can be rewritten as
Fˆ (u) =
 
x′∈D,x′≠x
λ(x′)|u(x′)− udata(x′)|2

+ λ(x)|u(x)− udata(x)|2
+ 1
ωd+1
 
x′∈D,x′≠x
r(x′)l(x′)

+ r(x)l(x)

. (3.1)
The change of the first term is clearly zero and that of the second term is given by
λ(x)|ct1 − udata(x)|2 − λ(x)|ct2 − udata(x)|2. (3.2)
The variation of edge energy (ignoring the scaler 1
ωd+1 for a moment) for x caused by such change of the label is
r(x)[nt2(x)− nt1(x)] (3.3)
where nt is the size of the set
Atx = {x′ | x′ ∈ Nω(x), and u(x′) = ct , and x′ ≠ x}.
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Eq. (3.3) is the amount of the change of the size of neighborhood of x, and can be also written as
x′∈At2x
r(x)−

x′∈At1x
r(x), (3.4)
since nt1 =

x′∈At1x 1 and nt2 =

x′∈At2x 1. The variation of edge energy (without the weight
1
ωd+1 ) for x
′ is
x′∈At2x
r(x′)−

x′∈At1x
r(x′). (3.5)
Summing (3.2), (3.4), (3.5), the variation of the total energy Fˆ (u) due to transferring the point x from the label ct1 to ct2 is
given by
λ(x)

|udata(x)− ct1 |2 − |udata(x)− ct2 |2

+ 1
ωd+1

x′∈At2x
[r(x′)+ r(x)] −

x′∈At1x
[r(x′)+ r(x)]
 .
Thus, the generalized edge-weighted distance from a point (x) to a label cs can be defined as
dist∗(x, cs) =
λ(x)|udata(x)− cs|2 + 1
ωd+1

x′∈Nω(x)\Asx
[r(x′)+ r(x)]. (3.6)
We would particularly like to remark that this distance (3.6) is not defined in the usual mathematics sense, it is called a
distance just because we follow the conventions used in CVT-basedmethods [1,14]. Note that r(x) is non-negative to ensure
that the above distance function is always meaningful, and when r(x) is constant Eq. (3.6) naturally reduces to the change
of the edge-weighted distance proposed in [1]. Given a set of labels C = {cs}Ls=1, corresponding Voronoi regions associated
with the generalized edge-weighted distance dist∗ defined in (3.6),D = {Ds}Ls=1 of D can be defined as
Ds = {x ∈ D | dist∗(x, cs) < dist∗(x, ct), t = 1, . . . , L, t ≠ s}. (3.7)
We call such a set of {Ds}Ls=1 a generalized edge-weighted Voronoi tessellation (GEWVT) of D associated with the generators
C = {cs}Ls=1 and the distance function dist∗. An iterative algorithm for its calculation is given below:
Algorithm 1 (GEWVT). Given a set of generators {cs}Ls=1 and an arbitrary partition {D˜s}Ls=1 of the domain D:
1. For every (x, y) ∈ D,
(a) calculate and compare the generalized edge-weighted distance defined in (3.6) from the point (x, y) to all the
generators {cs}Ls=1;
(b) move the point (x, y) to the clusterwhose generator has the smallest edge-weighted distance to the (x, y), and update
{D˜s}Ls=1.
2. If no point is moved, return {D˜s}Ls=1 and exit; otherwise go to Step 1.
Since Algorithm 1-GEWVT strictly decreases the objective functional Fˆ (u) along the iterations and the (discrete) input data
is finite, this algorithm will terminate in finite steps.
A way to accelerate Algorithm 1-GEWVT is to only consider the points near the edge points and in each iteration the
computation will be carried out merely in a narrow-band around the edge points. The overhead is to update the narrow
band within each iteration, which is negligible compared with the number of points in the whole domain. Such a strategy
dramatically improves the efficiency of Algorithm GEWVT, and leads to the following Narrow-Banded GEWVT algorithm.
Algorithm 2 (Narrow-Banded GEWVT). Given a set of generators {cs}Ls=1 and an arbitrary partition {D˜s}Ls=1 of the domain D:
1. For every (x, y) ∈ D, if there exists some (x′, y′) ∈ Nω1(x, y) such that (x, y) ∈ D˜s1 and (x′, y′) ∈ D˜s2(s1 ≠ s2) then mark
the point (x, y) as Band; otherwise, mark (x, y) as Fixed. Repeat this process until each point in D is either marked as
Band or Fixed.
2. For every (x, y)marked as Band,
(a) calculate and compare the generalized edge-weighted distance defined in (3.6) from the point (x, y) to all the
generators {cs}Ls=1;
(b) move the point (x, y) to the clusterwhose generator has the smallest edge-weighted distance to the (x, y), and update
{D˜s}Ls=1.
3. If no point is moved, return {D˜s}Ls=1 and exit; otherwise go to Step 1.
Algorithm 2-Narrow-Banded GEWVT is a much more efficient implementation than Algorithm 1-GEWVT.
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3.2. Generalized edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation and its construction
Any feasible solution u(x) of the minimization problem of Fˆ (u) defined in (2.9) can be uniquely represented by a set of
generators {cs}Ls=1 and their corresponding GEWVTs {Ds}Ls=1 such that
u(x) = cs for some s such that x ∈ Ds . (3.8)
Then, seeking a minimizer of Fˆ (u) is equivalent to finding the optimal generators and the associated GEWVT.
When the {Ds}Ls=1 is fixed, the generalized edge energy at each point is fixed, and therefore, the problem of finding the
optimal generators becomes the classical problem of determining centroids of the Voronoi regions, which can be computed
by
c˜s =

x∈Ds
λ(x)u(x)
x∈Ds
λ(x)
, i = 1, . . . , L. (3.9)
Based on the CVT methodology [12], the process of seeking minimizers of (2.9) is to find the generators C = {cs}Ls=1 and the
associated GEWVTD = {Ds}Ls=1 such that
cs = c˜s, s = 1, . . . , L. (3.10)
In this case, we call the {C,D} a generalized edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation (GEWCVT) of D, similar to the
EWCVT developed in [1].
Analogous to the classical CVT approach, the minimization is achieved by Lloyd iteration [27,28] – iteratively updating
generators {cs}Ls=1 and generalized edge-weighted Voronoi tessellations {Ds}Ls=1 until they converge, which leads to the
algorithm below.
Algorithm 3 (GEWCVT). Given an integer L and an arbitrary partition {D˜s}Ls=1 of the domain D:
1. For every D˜s, s = 1, . . . , L, determine its centroid c˜s by (3.9).
2. Replace the generators {cs}Ls=1 by {c˜s}Ls=1, and construct the associated GEWVT {D˜news }Ls=1 by Algorithm 2.
3. If the difference between {D˜news }Ls=1 and {D˜s}Ls=1 is small, return {D˜news }Ls=1 and exit; otherwise set D˜s = D˜news for
s = 1, . . . , L and go to Step 1.
To compare the difference between two tessellations, the number of the point (x, y) ∈ Ω such that
(x, y) ∈ D˜s and (x, y) ∉ D˜news
will be counted, which is denoted by Nchange. Therefore, when the Nchange is small enough the iterations will terminate. In
practice, one also can use energy change ratio as the stopping criteria, as discussed in the Section 5.
In Algorithm 3-GEWCVT, although the point transferring between clusters occurs immediately after the possible
reduction is found, the update of the generators is delayed until the start of the next iteration. Actually, the generators
can be updated just after point transferring happens and this has been used to improve the efficiency of the GEWCVT-based
algorithms in many applications [11,1].
4. Applications to geometry processing
In the last two sections we presented a GEWCVT-based approach for discretizing and minimizing the functional of type
(2.2). We nowwill apply the above proposed techniques to two specific applications in geometry processing, i.e., smoothing
and reconstruction, and also discuss some details on implementation and parameter setting.
4.1. Data representation
These two problems are closely related and can be addressed in the following discrete framework (letting r(x) =
α(x)+ β(x) distΓdata(x)):
Fˆ (u) =

x∈D
λdata(x)|u(x)− udata(x)|2 + 1
ωd+1

x∈D
(α(x)+ β(x) distΓdata(x))l(x)

(4.1)
where Γ is the curve (or surface) we seek and Γdata the given data, which can be either a set of line segments (or triangular
faces) describing the given curve (surface) or just scattered points whose exact form depends on the application. The
unsigned distance function from a point x to the data set Γdata is defined as usual, i.e.,
distΓdata(x) = infy∈Γdata dist(x, y),
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uΓ is the piecewise constant level set function induced by Γ , and udata is the one induced by Γdata. λdata, αdata, and β are
some weight functions to be selected, and in particular they can be input-data-dependent. In fact, if we treat uΓ as a labeling
function and let r(x) = αdata+ β distΓdata , then the above functional has exactly the same form as the functional (2.2). Thus,
the curve/surface smoothing and reconstruction problems are optimization problems in this sense.
The curve/surface Γ is implicitly represented by the discontinuities of uΓ . In our approach, the discrete domain D will
be divided into several clusters by Γ and each cluster shares a unique value of uΓ , which is called ‘‘label’’ of that cluster.
Therefore it is also obviously different from the traditional level set method [18,19] or phase-fieldmethod [20,21,17].When
the data is given by line segments (or triangular surface mesh), the labeling function udata can be generated by counting ray
crossings. The basic idea of ray crossings is that if a point p is in the polygon (polyhedron) a ray from p will intersect the
polygon (or polyhedron) boundary an odd number of times, otherwise an even number of times. Let us take a simple 2D
problem as an example. Suppose the closed curve is discretized as a closed polygon, which separates the domain of interest
into two disconnected subdomains, i.e. interior and exterior ones. The interior region is composed of the points with odd
crossings and the exterior region the points with even ray crossings. It is natural to give the interior subdomain a label and
the exterior subdomain another label. When applied to multi-subdomain problems, the principles are essential similar.
When the data is not given in the form of line or surface segments, for example, inmost surface reconstruction problems,
it is impossible to completely mark the interior and exterior regions. Even for surface smoothing problems, sometimes it
is also unnecessary to completely mark the interior and exterior regions. To resolve these issues, the following method is
used. For easy presentation, our discussions will be based on a two-cluster problem. First, suppose the unsigned distance
function is available, then a fuzzy region is defined as
ΩFuzzy = {x : distΓdata(x) ≤ dth} (4.2)
where the thickness of the fuzzy region dth may depend on the noisy level and data resolution. If the data is dense and
within a reasonably noise level, theΩFuzzy will separate the domain into at least two subdomains. After the fuzzy region is
established, the whole domain has a partitioning: inside, outside and fuzzy regions. Then we can give labels for the regions,
i.e., the value of udata. We also need to determine the topological information of the points in the fuzzy region by ray-crossing
counting in curve/surface smoothing.
The second issue is about computation of the unsigned distance function, which is needed in the functional (4.1) and the
ΩFuzzy construction. The simplest way to do this is for each grid point to compute the distance to all segments and then take
the smallest as the final distance; otherwise, we use the fast sweeping method [22] to compute the distance function using
a background grid. This method has complexity O(N) for uniform grids, where N is the grids number.
The last issue is the selection of parameter functions λdata, α, and β . Generally, α and β can be constants for curve/surface
smoothing and reconstruction applications. There are also certain differences between these two applications, especially
λdata as discussed below.
4.2. Determination of λdata
4.2.1. Smoothing process
When the functional is modeling the smoothing process, β can be zero since the udata is determined at each point and
therefore the distance between the solution curve (or surface) and the given noisy data is completely controlled by the
topological information, i.e. the labeling function. Hence the parameter λdata plays a role controlling the distance between
the solution curve (or surface) and the given one, which is usually a constant depending on noise level.
Recently, a better algorithm for determiningλdata (for two-phase problems)was proposed in [17] that could help preserve
curve/surface features during smoothing process. The main observation is that in order to keep the special features of the
given data the smoothing effect should be small in the feature regions or equivalently the closeness parameter λdata(x)
should be large. Therefore a data-dependent (nonconstant) parameter function λdata(x) can be used to improve smoothing
results. So far as the features such as corners and edges are concerned, a quantity that can indicate singularities of the noisy
data is needed. To this purpose, we generalize the idea developed in [17] tomore generalmulti-phase problems. Let x ∈ D be
a point on the curve (or surface). A reference ball S(x) centered at the point xwith radius r is introduced for the ‘‘averaging ’’
— for removing effects caused by noise and detecting singularities. If x is not close to the junctions, the reference circle S(x)
is divided into two parts A and B by the boundaryΓ . If the portion of the boundary,Γ ∩S(x), is smooth (thus locally straight)
enough, the volumes of A and B should be roughly the same as the ball is small enough. While if the point x is a singularity
point, i.e. a corner or edge point, the area of two parts will be quite different evenwhen the ball S(x) is small enough. Denote
the areas of A, B and S(x) by |A|, |B| and |S(x)| respectively. The ratio defined by
τr(x) = min(|A|, |B|)|S(x)| (4.3)
can be viewed as the singularity indicator. It is obvious that 0 ≤ τr(x) ≤ 12 , and τr(x) attains the maximum 12 only when
Γ ∩S(x) is straight and passes x. The smaller τr(x) is, themore singular x is. Moreover, the above observations also basically
hold for the case of a noisy curve (or surface) if the radius of S(x) is large enough to cover the amplitude of the noise. If x
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is a junction point of multiple phases (i.e., a singular point), the above observation is still true except that the ball S(x) is
divided into k parts A1, A2, . . . , Ak. The definition of τr(x) becomes
τr(x) =
min
i
(|Ai|)
|S(x)| . (4.4)
The following algorithm is used in our implementation for determining τr(x).
Algorithm 4 (Determination of τr(x)). Suppose the phase number is k. For every node x in the computational domain D:
1. Choose a reference ballN (x, r) centered at xwith a radius r .
2. Count the number of nodes, N = i Ni, contained inside the reference ball N (x, r), where Ni denotes the number of
nodes with label i inN (x, r). Set Nmin = min{N1,N2, . . . ,Nk}.
3. If Nmin = Nk and udata(x) = k then set τr(x) = Nmin/N , otherwise, τr(x) = 1/2.
Note that the last step guarantees that only the points near the curve (or surface) are considered to be possible singular
points. Once the ‘‘singularity’’ measure τr is available, λdata in the functional can be set to be large in regions near singular
points and small otherwise. In other words, we specify a non-homogeneous ‘‘attraction potential’’ making corners or edges
more attractive. For example, we set
λdata(x) = λ1 + λ2(1− 2τr(x)) (4.5)
where λ1 and λ2 are some positive parameters. Taking this form, λdata(x)will be large for corner or edge regions and attain
its minimum in flat regions. Both constant and nonconstant λdata will be tested in our numerical experiments.
4.2.2. Reconstruction process
The parameter λdata plays a even more significant role in reconstruction applications. In this case, the topological
information is not readily usable, (actually it is the information being reconstructed), and only geometric information is
completely applicable. The following weighted minimal surface or geodesic active contour model [23,5,24] is commonly
used for reconstruction, in which the distance function acts as a potential field attracting the initial surface to the local
minimizers of
EGAC (Γ ) =

Γ
distΓdata ds. (4.6)
It is well-known that global minimizers of the functional above are isolated points and its meaningful solutions correspond
to the local minimizers [23]. This fact also implies that the final solution is sensitive to initial guesses. Therefore, using
global optimization methods such as the graph-cut methods to minimize this functional needs some special techniques
[25]. As pointed out in [26,8], the narrow-banded implementation is equivalent to minimizing the functional (2.2) with a
non-constant function λdata such as
λdata(x) =

C x ∉ ΩFuzzy
0 x ∈ ΩFuzzy (4.7)
where ΩFuzzy is defined in (4.2), and C is a large constant. Here the width of the fuzzy region is the same as the one in the
computation of the labeling function. Such a choice of λdata guarantees that the labeling function of the solution surface in
the region away from the data coincideswith udata, while in the fuzzy region discontinuity of the labeling function is forced to
align with the data set. It has been numerically verified in [8] that by choosing an appropriate band width dth, the computed
minimizers of the functional (4.1) always give good results.
5. Numerical experiments
In this section, various examples are presented to illustrate the effectiveness, efficiency and robustness of the proposed
GEWCVT-based method. All experiments were conducted on a PC with Intel Pentium 4 CPU of 3.2 GHz and 4 GB memory.
The first subsection presents results of curve/surface smoothing in the discrete setting, and the second subsection gives
examples of curve/surface reconstruction. Since uniformmeshes of the domain are used, the outputs of our GEWCVT-based
algorithm are merely partitions of the mesh nodes. We also note that discretization artifacts are inevitable, especially for
three-dimensional problems, thus the surface examples presented here are all post-processed by a Laplacian smoothing
filter to effectively eliminate thediscretization artifacts. ‘‘MarchingCube’’ [29] is used to extract surfaces from thepartitioned
voxel data.
The examples are presented in two categories: smoothing and reconstruction. For both categories, examples start with
two-phase problems, i.e. L = 2 for a partition {Ds}Ls=1, then some L > 2 examples are presented including 2-D and 3-D cases.
To emphasize, two-phase and multi-phase problems are treated with no difference by the proposed algorithms, and in fact
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the phase number is just a user-defined parameter in our code. In our experiments, we take Nω to be a circle centered at
point (x, y)with radius ω. As to the stopping criteria the following two conditions are used: the first one is
Ptran
Ptot
≤ c1 (5.1)
where Ptran denotes the number of transferred points and Ptot denotes the total number of points in the domain of interest;
the second one is
|En+1 − En|
En+1
≤ c2 (5.2)
where En+1 denotes the value of the functional in the current step and En denotes the value of the functional in the previous
step. In our experiments, we set c1 = 2.0e − 5 and c2 = 1.0e − 4. Once either of the above conditions is satisfied, our
GEWCVT-based algorithm will be terminated. (In other words, if the change of the value of the functional is quite small or
very few points are transferred, the iteration will end.) Particularly, the neighborhood Nω1(x, y) defined in Algorithm 2 is
taken to be a square centered at point (x, y) with side length ω1 = 2ω. Based on our experiments, ω can be very small, for
example just a few times the mesh size. This is partially because in the application of geometry processing, the initial guess
can be easily obtained, for example, in the smoothing process, onemay take it to just be the noisy interface. For all numerical
examples, we let h = max(hx, hy) for 2D cases, where hx, hy denotes the mesh size in the x and y directions respectively,
and h = max(hx, hy, hz) for 3D cases. Based on our experiences,ω typically ranges from 3h to 6h, and a larger neighborhood
does not produce significant visible differences and a too small neighborhood can not approximate the arc-length (surface
area) of the boundaries very well [30].
5.1. Smoothing examples
For smoothing applications, the selection of parameters λdata, α, β often depends on the noise level. A typical choice is to
set β = 0 and λdata = 1.0, then α can be computed according to the given noise level [31]. However, for a real application
whose noise level is unknown, the automatic selection of regularization parameter is an issue requiring special attention.
Efficiently choosing the parameter is still an active and interesting research topic beyond the scope of this paper. For a more
detailed discussion, the interested reader can refer to [32–34] and references therein. Roughly speaking, a too smallα results
in insufficient noise removal and a too large α may yield a trivial constant solution. In [1,30] a simple way is provided to
roughly determine the parameter α (again assume β = 0 and λdata = 1.0): compute Fˆ1 =

x∈D |u˜(x)− udata(x)|2

and
Fˆ2 = 1ωd+1

x∈D(α)l(x)

, and then α is chosen such that
max(Fˆ1, Fˆ2)
min(Fˆ1, Fˆ2)
= M ≤ 10
is satisfied. In other words, we want to prevent either a similarity term or regularity term from dominating. This procedure
can be automatically incorporated into the Lloyd iteration, as proposed in [30] for any givenM . We also note that in order to
preserve features, the ratio λ2
λ1
should be large (at least 1000). In our experiments λ1 is fixed to be 1, and λ2 is multiplied by
10 each time until the resulting objective function does not decrease. A more automatic way to determine the parameters
λ1 and λ2 needs further investigations in the future.
In the following 2D examples the computation domain is [−1, 1] × [−1, 1] unless otherwise specified. The first two
smoothing examples are two-phase problems, see Fig. 5.1 which presents smoothing of a noisy cat curve and Fig. 5.2 which
shows smoothing of a noisy Air Jordan logo. The noisy curves are obtained from segmentation. Due to low resolution, the
boundaries of the segmentation results have a lot of zig-zags and some outliers, which can be observed from Fig. 5.1(a) and
Fig. 5.2(a). For both examples, we use a uniform 1000 × 1000 rectangular mesh and set the neighborhood size ω = 4h,
where h = 1/500 is the mesh size. We also take a constant λdata = 1.0 for both examples. We would like to show the effect
of the parameters α and β through these two examples. For the cat example, we fix the parameter α = 0.03. Fig. 5.1(b)
presents the smoothing result obtained by our algorithm with β = 9.0 and Fig. 5.1(c) does that with β = 0.0. It is obvious
that smaller β produces a smoother result, since the curve closer to the noisy curve results in smaller cost for larger β . For
the Air Jordan logo example, we fix the parameter β = 0. The smoothing results with α = 0.02 and α = 0.04 are given in
Fig. 5.2(b) and (c) respectively. It can be easily observed from this example that as α increases, the result becomes smoother.
This is because α controls the regularization effect and larger α means curves with shorter length are expected. Overall,
under the specified resolution all zig-zags are effectively eliminated for both examples.
Fig. 5.3 illustrates a multi-phase example. In this example, the target curves separate the plane into 4 disconnected
domains; see Fig. 5.3(a), which presents the noisy curve of a number eight. A uniform 1000 × 1000 mesh is again used. In
order to show the effect of the neighborhood size ω, we fix λdata = 1.0, α = 0.06 and β = 0 and vary the value of ω in
this example. Fig. 5.3(b) and (c) show the smoothing results with ω = 4h and ω = 5h, respectively. It is easy to see from
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a b c
Fig. 5.1. Smoothing of a noisy cat by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with ω = 4h, λdata = 1.0 and α = 0.03. (a) The noisy curve; (b) the smoothed curve
using β = 9.0 (CPU time = 1.16 s); (c) the smoothed curve using β = 0 (CPU time = 2.27 s).
a b c
Fig. 5.2. Smoothing of a noisy Air Jordan logo by our GEWCVT-based algorithmwithω = 4h, λdata = 1.0, and β = 0. (a) The noisy curve; (b) the smoothed
curve using α = 0.02 (CPU time = 0.93 s); (c) the smoothed curve using α = 0.04 (CPU time = 1.42 s).
a b c
Fig. 5.3. Smoothing of a noisy number eight by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with λdata = 1.0, α = 0.06 and β = 0. (a) The noisy curves; (b) the
smoothed curve using ω = 4h (CPU time = 1.2 s); (c) the smoothed curve using ω = 5h (CPU time = 2.5 s).
the results that with larger neighborhood size the proposed algorithm produces smoother results; on the other hand, using
larger neighborhood sizes requires more computational cost. It is worth noting that in smoothing applications, β be zero
since the similarity can bemeasured by integration of the difference of the labeling function. However, this is not true in the
case of reconstruction examples, where the similarity is measured by integration of the distance field induced by the given
data. In the next subsection, this will be discussed thoroughly.
Fig. 5.4 illustrates another multi-phase example of curves formed by five noisy circles, in which the phase number is
10. Moreover, in this example curves have intersections, which makes smoothing much more difficult. A 1000 × 1000
grid is used. The initial noisy curves (see Fig. 5.4(a)) are first processed by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with λdata = 1.0,
α = 0.05, β = 1.0 and ω = 4h. It takes 1.82 s to obtain the result as shown in Fig. 5.4(b), from which it can be seen that
noise is removed and the resulting curves are smooth indeed. However, the intersections of the curves are shifted a lot,
and the resulting curves have quite different topologies from the original ones. In order to preserve these intersections, we
then change to a data-dependent similarity parameter function λdata. First, Algorithm 4 is used to detect corners. To this
purpose, the reference ball in Algorithm 4 is chosen as a ball with radius r = 8ω, and λdata(x) is computed by formula
(4.5) with λ1 = 1.0, λ2 = 1000.0. Fig. 5.4(c) presents the smoothing result with this similarity parameter function, from
which it can be observed that all intersections are well preserved. It takes a total of 15.3 s including 14.47 s used to compute
λdata(x). Alongwith intersections, the noise near the intersected region is kept as well, in some situation this phenomenon is
undesirable. To tackle this problem, the resulting curve in Fig. 5.4(c) is again smoothed with constant similarity λdata = 1.0
one more time. Note that the regularity parameter α now needs to be reduced since the input curve (i.e., Fig. 5.4(c)) has
much less noise. Fig. 5.4(d) presents the final smoothing result by our algorithm with α = 0.01, where the noise in the
intersected regions is also eliminated and the intersections are satisfactorily preserved.
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a b
c d
Fig. 5.4. Smoothing of curves formed by five noisy circles by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with ω = 4h and β = 1.0. (a) The noisy curves; (b) the
smoothed curve using λdata = 1.0 and α = 0.05 (CPU time = 1.82 s). (c) the smoothed curve using α = 0.05 and a nonconstant λdata(x) defined in (4.5)
with λ1 = 1.0, λ2 = 1000.0 (CPU time = 15.3 s). (d) the final smoothed curve after one more processing using λdata = 1.0 and α = 0.01.
Fig. 5.5. Look for triple junction.
The next example shows that the GEWCVT model indeed approximates the arc-length very well, in particular, the
difference between themulti-phase graph-cutsmethod and theGEWCVT-basedmethod ismanifested through this example.
Although both methods work for discrete valued functions and inevitably introduce some model errors for continuous
problems, the magnitude of model errors of the GEWCVT-based method is much smaller. The graph-cuts method often
has serious metric errors [9,35] caused by using anisotropic total variation approximation and neighborhood systems. On
the other hand, the GEWCVT method introduces errors when approximating the curves by straight lines just in a small
neighborhood. The triple junction examplewill qualitatively demonstrate this issue. As shown in Fig. 5.5, wewant to recover
a triple junction by filling in the circle region by minimizing the following simple objective functional
E˜(Γ ) =

Ω
λ|uΓ − udata|2 dx+

Γ
ds (5.3)
where the similarity parameter λ is 0 inside the circle region and 1 otherwise. The global minimizer of this problem should
fill in the circle region with the minimum total length of the boundaries between the labels, i.e., the boundaries meet with
a 120° angle in the center.
Fig. 5.6 presents the solutions of the graph-cuts method [8] with different neighborhood systems. Fig. 5.6(a) gives the
result using a 4-neighborhood system. It is clear that the result is not the global minimizer in the continuous setting, but
it is the solution under the given graph metrics. As the neighborhood increases to 8, the result becomes quite different, as
shown in Fig. 5.6(b). However, again this is not the correct solution for the problem. The result is still far from the 120° triple
junction, not even close to the center, although a quite large neighborhood (32-neighborhood) has been used. This is mainly
caused by the metrication error from the anisotropic total variation approximation.
Fig. 5.7 gives the solutions of the GEWCVT method with different neighborhood size. Fig. 5.7(a) gives the result using a
neighborhood with ω = h, where h is the mesh size. The result is not so good since the neighborhood size is too small to
accurately approximate arc length. The result in Fig. 5.7(b) is much better due to a larger neighborhood; ω = 2h in this
case. However, it still can be observed that the junction shifts horizontally somewhat to the right. By increasing the size of
the neighborhood to 3h, the result is improved further, as presented in Fig. 5.7(c). The junction is drawn back to the center,
although there are server pixels’ shifting.When the size of the neighborhood becomes 4h, this shifting is reduced to 2 pixels,
as presented in Fig. 5.7(d). However, an even larger neighborhood, e.g. ω = 5h, will not change the result further, which
implies that we have already obtained a convergent solution. In contrast to the result presented in Fig. 5.6(d), the result in
Fig. 5.7(d) is very close to the exact solution, which clearly illustrates that the GEWCVT method has a smaller model error
than the multi-phase graph-cuts method and could be a better approximation to the Mumford–Shah model [15]. Fig. 5.8
illustrates evolution of the labels with the iteration for the case of ω = 4h.
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Fig. 5.6. Results of the graph-cuts method for the triple junction problem. (a)-(d) show the results with different neighborhoods: (a) 4-neighborhood; (b)
8-neighborhood; (c) 16-neighborhood; (d) 32-neighborhood.
Fig. 5.7. Results of the GEWCVT method for the triple junction problem. (a)-(d) show the results with the neighborhoods having different radius ω: (a)
ω = h; (b) ω = 2h; (c) ω = 3h; (d) ω = 4h.
Fig. 5.8. Results of the GEWCVT method for the triple junction problem. (a)–(d) show the results after different iterations with the same neighborhood
radius ω = 4h: (a) after 10 iterations (b) after 100 iterations; (c) after 200 iterations; (d) final result.
Table 5.1
Computation times for the triple junction problem.
Graph-cuts Neighborhood size 4-nb 8-nb 16-nb 32-nb 64-nb
CPU time 0.13 s 0.3 s 0.91 s 2.4 s 7.36 s
GEWCVT Neighborhood size ω = h ω = 2h ω = 3h ω = 4h ω = 5h
CPU time 0.32 s 1.57 s 1.8 s 2.49 s 2.61 s
Table 5.1 records the CPU times for the triple junction problem. The image size used for previous examples is 200× 200.
When the neighborhood is relative small, for example 4-neighborhood for graph-cuts and ω = h for GEWCVT, the graph-
cuts performs much faster than the GEWCVT. However, as the size of the neighborhood increases, the GEWCVT becomes
more efficient. For example, using 64-neighborhood the graph-cuts needs 7.36 s to solve the triple junction problemwhereas
GEWCVTmethod takes only 2.61 swith the neighborhood sizeω = 5h; at the same time, the result produced by theGEWCVT
method is muchmore accurate than the one obtained by the graph-cuts method. To conclude, the graph-cuts method could
be more adapted for applications in which only small neighborhoods are used, and the GEWCVT method is often more
suitable and accurate for applications where large neighborhoods are needed.
Fig. 5.9 presents a surface smoothing example, in which a noisy round-cube is smoothed by the proposed GEWCVT
method. Since there are no sharp corners and edges, the similarity parameter λdata is selected as the constant 1.0 in this
example, and α = 0.6, β = 0 and ω = 4h. A 200× 200× 200 rectangular mesh is used for this example. It takes 214.3 s to
obtain the result as shown in Fig. 5.9(b), from which it can be seen that noise is removed.
Fig. 5.10 illustrates another surface smoothing example. For this example, a 400 × 400 × 400 rectangular mesh and
ω = 5h are used. This highly noisy surface has some obvious features, which are smeared out when the constant similarity
parameter is used, as shown in Fig. 5.10(b). In order to preserve these features, the data-dependent similarity parameter
function λdata is again used. Algorithm 4 can be straightforwardly extended to the 3D case to detect corners and edges. In
this example the reference ball in Algorithm 4 is chosen as a ball with radius r = 2ω, and λdata(x) is computed by formula
(4.5) with λ1 = 1.0, λ2 = 20000.0. Fig. 5.10(c) presents the smoothing result with this similarity parameter function, from
which it can be observed that all important features are well preserved.
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Fig. 5.9. Smoothing of a surface by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with ω = 4h, λdata = 0.6 and β = 0.0. (a) The noisy surfaces; (b) the smoothed surface
(CPU time = 214.3 s).
Fig. 5.10. Smoothing of a highly noisy surface by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with ω = 5h and β = 0.0. (a) The noisy surfaces; (b) the smoothed
surfaces using λdata = 1.0 and α = 1.0 (CPU time = 1042.34 s). (c) The smoothed surfaces using α = 1.0 and a nonconstant λdata(x) defined in (4.5) with
λ1 = 1.0, λ2 = 20000.0 (CPU time = 3235.06 s).
5.2. Reconstruction examples
As described in Section 4, in the reconstruction applications a region ΩFuzzy with a proper width dth must be first
established, which divides the whole domain into several disconnected subregions, and udata assigns different labels to each
of the subregions. Inside theΩFuzzy region, udata is always given by the smallest label in our implementation, and the initial
guess u0 is simply equal to udata. For example, in the case of two-phase problems the interior region has label 1 and the
exterior region has label 2, while theΩFuzzy has label 1 as well. It is worth pointing out that the width of theΩFuzzy is crucial
in reconstruction applications. By the definition of theΩFuzzy, theΩFuzzy may not be watertight for too small dth. On the other
hand, too large dth will result in bad initial guesses, and hence longer iteration time. For a problem whose phase number is
given, dth can be easily determined as follows:(1) Set dth = 2h; (2) Double dth until our region growing method can detect
the phase number correctly; (3) For the noisy example, continue increasing the dth by the multiplication factor 2 as long as
the phase number does not change. For a problem whose phase number is unknown, one can still use step (1) and (3) to
determine dth. For most reconstruction examples α = 0.0 and we find that β = 60 works for most examples. Only for noisy
cases, one needs to tune the parameter α to remove noise.
Fig. 5.11 shows reconstruction of a Chinese character ‘‘WANG’’. The noisy point set is shown in Fig. 5.11(a) and it roughly
separates the plane into two parts. The points are distributed in a 1000× 1000 mesh. For this example, since the sampling
is not so dense, the width of the fuzzy region is taken to be dth = 10hWe define λdata according to (4.7) with CΩFuzzy=1e6 and
β = 60. The reconstructed curve using our GEWCVT-based method algorithm with α = 0 is presented in Fig. 5.11(b) and
that with α = 0.02 in Fig. 5.11(c). With extra regularization, the resulting curve in Fig. 5.11(c) is clearly smoother than the
one in Fig. 5.11(b), as expected, however it also requires longer computation time.
Fig. 5.12 shows reconstruction of another Chinese character ‘‘LI’’ that has three disconnected components. This example
can be viewed as a four-phase reconstruction problem, which still can be automatically handled by the proposed GEWCVT-
based method. The point set is shown in Fig. 5.12(a) and the reconstructed curve is presented in Fig. 5.12(b). The GEWCVT
algorithms took 3.03 s on a 1000×1000 grid, while the width of the fuzzy region is dth = 5h,ω = 5h, α = 0.02, and β = 60
this time.
The following examples present results of surface reconstruction in three-dimensional space. In Fig. 5.13 a synthe-
sized example by adding noise to a sphere is used to study the performance of the proposed GEWCVT method in
highly noisy cases. For comparison, the reconstructed surfaces obtained by the Crust algorithm [36] and Poisson Sur-
face Reconstruction (PSR) [37] are also presented. The noisy point set is shown in Fig. 5.13(a). Fig. 5.13(b) presents
the reconstructed surface obtained by the Crust algorithm (the source code we used is provided by Luigi Giaccari
http://www.mathworks.com/matlabcentral/fileexchange), fromwhich it can be seen that the influence of noise is not elim-
inated. Fig. 5.13(c) shows the result of PSR (the source code is from http://www.cs.jhu.edu/~misha/Code/PoissonRecon/).
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Fig. 5.11. Reconstruction of a Chinese character ‘‘WANG’’ by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with beta = 60 and dth = 10max(hx, hy). (a) The given noisy
point set; (b) the reconstructed curve using α = 0 (CPU time = 2.08 s). (c) the reconstructed curve using α = 0.02 (CPU time = 3.33 s).
Fig. 5.12. Reconstruction of a Chinese character ’’LI’’ by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with α = 0.02, β = 60 and dth = 5h. (a) The given noisy point set;
(b) the reconstructed curve (CPU time = 3.03 s).
a b c d
Fig. 5.13. Comparisons for an extremely noisy point set. (a) The given unorganized noisy point set; (b) the reconstructed surface generated by the Crust
algorithm; (c)the reconstructed surface generated by PSR with depth = 10, samplesPerNode = 40; (d) the reconstructed surface generated by our GEWCVT
method using a 200× 200× 200 mesh, and α = 0.01, β = 1.0.
Though the PSR can smooth out noise very well, in this extreme case the reconstruction by PSR still has a lot of undesir-
able patches caused by noise. In contrast, our method yields a much smoother reconstruction, as shown in Fig. 5.13(d). In
order to remove the noise, we set the regularization parameter α = 0.01 in this example. The computation times for Crust,
Poisson Surface Reconstruction and GEWCVT are 10.47 s, 15.23 s and 34.44 s respectively. Although the current GEWCVT
implementation is the slowest among the three methods, it yields the best reconstruction even in this extremely noisy case.
In Fig. 5.14, the initial noisy point set presents the shape of a horse, as shown in Fig. 5.14(a), which includes
494,195 sampling points (data were obtained from Large Geometric Models Archive of Georgia Institute of Technology
http://www.cc.gatech.edu/projects/large_models/). We set α = 0.0, β = 60 and again define λdata according to (4.7) with
CΩFuzzy=1.0e6. The width of the fuzzy region is selected as dth = 2h. We reconstruct the target surface using our GEWCVT-
based algorithm on two different meshes, one is 400× 400× 400 and the other is 800× 800× 800, see Fig. 5.14(b) and (c)
for the results. As mentioned before, a few passes of the Laplacian smoothing are performed on the reconstructed surfaces
to eliminate the stair-case artifacts. Compared with Fig. 5.14(b), the surface in Fig. 5.14(c) has more details in the face and
presents clear grains on the muscles. Thus, a higher resolution mesh results in better quality, but also more computation
cost.
The example shown in Fig. 5.15 is a reconstruction of a girl model called ‘‘Bimba’’, whose data set has 74,764 points
(Fig. 5.15(a)) andwas obtained from Aim@Shape Shape Repository (http://shapes.aim-at-shape.net/). All parameters are set
to the same values as in the previous example except the widthΩFuzzydth = 4h. In order to capture fine features such as the
plaits of the girl, the surface reconstruction is carried on a 800×800×800meshwhich consumes 464.09 s. From Fig. 5.15(b),
it can be observed that all the fine features such as plaits and facial expressions are faithfully reconstructed.
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Fig. 5.14. Reconstruction of a 3D horse on different meshes by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with α = 0.0, β = 60, and dth = 2h. (a) The given noisy
point set; (b) The reconstructed surface using a 400× 400× 400 mesh (CPU time = 52.6 s); (c) the reconstructed surface using a 800× 800× 800 mesh
(CPU time = 397.1 s).
a b
Fig. 5.15. Reconstruction of a ‘‘Bimba’’ model by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with α = 0.0, β = 60, and dth = 4h. (a) The given noisy point set; (b) the
reconstructed surface using a 800× 800× 800 mesh (CPU time = 464.1 s).
The following example in Fig. 5.16 demonstrates that the proposed GEWCVT-based method is capable of tackling non-
uniform sampling. As shown in Fig. 5.16(a), the point set (196,278 points) of the frog model has a hole at the bottom. To
deal with such a non-uniform sampling example using uniform meshes, normally a very coarse mesh has to be used so
that the hole is contained in one grid. However, such a strategy clearly cannot produce a satisfactory surface if the hole is
large and fine features exist. Actually, since the sampling of this example is quite dense, apart from the hole, by specifying
a relative thick fuzzy region the proposed GEWCVT-based method is able to resolve fine features with high resolution as
well as overcome the difficulties caused by non-uniform sampling. We use the same parameters λdata, αadta, and β as that in
the former example in Fig. 5.14. Fig. 5.16(b) shows the reconstructed surface on a 200× 200× 200 mesh, where the width
of the ΩFuzzy region dth = 10h, which is large enough to envelop the hole. It is obvious that the hole is filled, as shown in
Fig. 5.16(b). Due to the existence of the hole, as the mesh size decreases the width of theΩFuzzy region has to be maintained;
it means that dth = 20h on a 400× 400× 400 mesh and 40h on a 800× 800× 800 mesh. This leads to a considerably long
computation time since the solution depends on the choice of the initial ΩFuzzy region. In order to efficiently obtain good
initial guesses in the presence of the non-uniform sampling, a hierarchy implementation is used. The problem is first solved
on a coarse mesh, then the result on the coarse mesh will be mapped on a fine mesh, and the Curst region on the fine mesh
is built based on the result from the coarse mesh. For simplicity, we always halve the mesh size, and denote 2h and h as
the mesh size of the coarse mesh and fine mesh respectively. The detailed idea is as follows. Let u2hi,j,k be the solution on the
coarsemesh, and u˜hi,j,k be a labeling function on the finemesh. If u
2h
i,j,k has an adjacent nodewhich has a different label, u˜
h
2i,2j,2k
and u˜h2i±1,2j±1,2k±1 are marked as ΩFuzzy, otherwise u˜
h
2i,2j,2k and u˜
h
2i±1,2j±1,2k±1are set equal to u
2h
i,j,k. By the above technique
every node in the fine mesh has an initial label by setting uhdata = u˜h, the problem then can be solved on the fine mesh. By
such implementation the computation cost on the fine mesh can be considerably reduced. The reconstructed surfaces from
the frog model using our GEWCVT-based algorithm on finer meshes are presented in Fig. 5.16(c) and (d) respectively.
Fig. 5.17 presents the surface reconstruction of a statue called ‘‘Fertility’’. The point set consists of 241,607 points and
is obtained from the Aim@Shape Shape Repository as well. This model has several regions which are under-sampled, as
shown in Fig. 5.17(a), and moreover it has thin and elongated parts which require high resolution to preserve the correct
topology. Use of a uniformmesh with at least 400×400 resolution is needed, otherwise the arms could be be disconnected.
The result shown in Fig. 5.17(b) is reconstructed using a 800× 800× 800 mesh by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with the
same parameters as the example in Fig. 5.16(d). It takes in total 1859.9 s.
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Point Set
Fig. 5.16. Reconstruction of a frog model by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with α = 0.0 and β = 60. (a) The given noisy point set; (b) the reconstructed
surface using a 200× 200× 200 mesh with dth = 10h (CPU time = 73.5 s); (c) the reconstructed surface using a 400× 400× 400 mesh with dth = 20h
(CPU time = 194.7 s); (d) the reconstructed surface using a 800× 800× 800 mesh with dth = 40h (CPU time = 916.7 s).
Fig. 5.17. Reconstruction of the ’’Fertility’’ model by our GEWCVT-based algorithmwith α = 0.0 and β = 60 and dth = 40h. (a) The given noisy point set;
(b) the reconstructed surface using a 800× 800× 800 mesh (CPU time = 1859.9 s).
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Fig. 5.18. Reconstruction of the surface of two intersecting spheres by our GEWCVT-based algorithmwith α = 0.0 and β = 60 and dth = 8h. (a) The given
noisy point set; (b) the reconstructed surface using a 400× 400× 400 mesh (CPU time = 294.7 s); (c) the decomposition of the surface for visualization.
Fig. 5.19. Reconstruction of two entangled cubes by our GEWCVT-based algorithm with α = 0.0 and β = 60 and dth = 8h. (a) The given unorganized
noisy point set; (b) the reconstructed surface using a 400× 400× 400 mesh (CPU time = 313.7 s).
Fig. 5.18 illustrates a multi-phase (four phases) example of two intersected spheres. Fig. 5.18(a) shows the point set,
which consists of 3,442 points. The 400×400×400mesh is used to resolve the intersection parts. The width of theΩFuzzy is
dth = 8h, which is relatively large since the sampling points are very coarse. Fig. 5.18(b) presents the reconstructed surface
by our algorithm viewed from the outside, and Fig. 5.18(c) gives the decomposition of the surface, from which the topology
of the surface can be easily observed.
Fig. 5.19 presents another multi-phase (two phases) reconstruction example, in which two cubic frames are entangled
with each other. The input data has 15,344 points, as shown in Fig. 5.19(a). Although this example can be modeled as a
two-phase problem, by means of the multi-phase implementation the phase numbers are automatically determined and
the surface can be extracted from the partitioned voxel data without any artificial intervention. The computation is carried
on a 400× 400× 400 mesh and takes 313.75 s, see Fig. 5.19(b) for the final reconstructed surface.
6. Conclusions and future Works
In this paper, we propose an important generalization of the edge-weighted centroidal Voronoi tessellation model
developed in [1]. By this new model, a large range of variational models can be interpreted in CVT or clustering language.
A unified variational framework is exposed in this paper, and solution algorithms are developed and applied to geometry
processing such as curve/surface smoothing and reconstruction. Moreover, compared to all existing methods, the proposed
model is able to address challenging multi-phase problems in an accurate and easy-to-implement way. Through various
numerical examples, the proposed GEWCVT-basedmethod is shown to be an effective and robust tool for such applications.
As a new clustering method, the GEWCVT method can not only be applied to image segmentation [1] and geometry
processing, but also some problems in data analysis and quantization, which is one of our future projects. On the other hand,
there is still much scope for improving the efficiency of the GEWCVT-based methods in 3D applications, such as adopting
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the octree grids as in PSR [37], quasi-Newton type iterations [38] or adaptive tetrahedronmeshes as in [8]. In addition, since
all the computations in the GEWCVTmethod are done in discrete space, using a GPU (graphics processing unit) to accelerate
the GEWCVTmethod as [39] is also an interesting and important research topic for us. The alternating convexminimization
techniques developed in [40,41] prove very efficient for solving L1 regularized functionals but the nonconvexity of our
functional makes it difficult to directly apply these fast minimization techniques. One promising research direction is to
study the feasibility of applying the alternating minimization on the convexified functional, as done in [42,43].
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